
19th Guards Tank Brigade (2nd Tank Corps) – Command summary 
(formerly part of 3rd Guards Tank Corps, 5th Tank Army, 3rd Byelorussian Front) 

Officer Commanding: General Pavil Strankij 
Information on unit structure 
This tank brigade is reconstituted and reallocated as a result of heavy fighting and high achievement. Its current status is partly a result of the Communist Party’s 
desire to create new Heroes through whom they can inspire a relentless dedication to the Motherland and thus win the Great Patriotic War. General Strankij’s 
actions greatly destabilized the enemy defence during the period29th June- July 1st. His brigade’s heavy losses bear witness to this. Army command decided to 
quickly re equip and re arm the brigade and detach it from its original formation to be part of the breakthrough 2nd Tank Corps beside whom it has fought so 
valiantly. The unit is partly equipped with reserve T34/85s supplemented by transferred KV1cs from the 4th Tank Brigade and new lend lease British Churchill 
MkVIIs and American M4A3 (Shermans). The whole idea was to get it back in action as quickly as possible, kill Germans and make good copy for the propaganda 
war.   
 

Unit History in the campaign so far 
In the general chaos of numerous Soviet breakthroughs during the early stages of Operation Bagration the 19th Guards Tank Brigade became detached from its 
parent formation. Out of radio contact, it wandered into the rear  echelon areas of the beleaguered 4th Army from the south which at that point was thought to be a 
`quiet sector’ by the Germans. They were spotted about 1800 on the 28th, 20 km NW of Holyovka but the Germans dismissed this and other sightings as ‘no 
Soviet unit was known to have penetrated that deep so quickly’. Badly short of fuel and totally lost, they headed north to try and rendezvous with other 
breakthrough units. Late on the 29th they had run out of fuel near the head of the Lepel River and spent an anxious 12 hours waiting for contact. By now many 
Soviet units were looking for them. A rescue mission along the highway from the east failed. They were finally found and refueled by elements of the 2nd Tank 
Corps. Immediately they joined the push for the Minsk Highway and in the darkness of the 29th together with the 4th & 26th GTB they ran straight into their first 
clash with the enemy panzer reserve at Rotmodzhev. Strankij was the senior general in the Soviet force and in spite of his overall command responsibilities led the 
19th to make the first breakthrough displaying great personal courage in the process. His own platoon attacked and subdued three times there number of enemy 
tanks before finally being reinforced. The battle, known as ‘Kreuz des Teufel’ was a major Soviet victory. Running out of fuel yet again the 19th were re-supplied 
after the capture of the dumps at Logoysk and immediately launched an unsupported attack at Maryalovka only to find that they had run into the German Panzer 
Reserve again.  Despite their gallant efforts this  time they were sharply rebuffed by vastly superior numbers and took heavy casualties. Within six hours the rest of 
the 2nd Tank Corps reinforced them and the second decisive action took place during which the German panzer reserve was almost entirely wiped out. 
Notwithstanding his heavy losses of earlier, Strankij insisted that the remnant of his brigade participate in the attack and revenge themselves on the enemy. As the 
German situation worsened during the next 24 hours they found themselves involved in successful probing attacks against Kampfgruppe Haucke at Zhodino. 
Although advanced infantry elements made it into the outskirts German resistance was strong and the attacks were halted. The 19th Guards Tank Brigade has 
spent the period since then resting on the Smolensk-Minsk Highway near the primary objective for the 2nd Tank Corps (a point on the highway) which has already 
been captured two days ahead of schedule. .As the highway is now secure in the west beyond the Berezhina and all of the eastern shore is held, the enemy are 
trapped in a pocket around Zhodino and Holyovka. On the morning of July 3rd General Strankij has been informed that his brigade is now attached to the 2nd Tank 
Corps officially. His tankmen are even now becoming familiar with their new British and American machines. Soon there will be a final reckoning with the fascist 
destroyers….. 
 

Other information 
Unit cohesion within 19th Guards Tank Brigade is  very good and they have considerable combat experience. Although part of the 2nd Tank Corps they may be 
given a special mission over the next 36 hours. The brigade HQ is transported in an M3 halftrack and has a T70 light tank platoon for reconnaissance.  
 
 



 

 

1st (Mixed) Tank Battalion 

Officer Commanding:Colonel Kolya Smertobola 
Parent formation:19th GTB/2nd Tank Corps/11th Gds Army 
 
Information on unit structure 
The unit has two companies; one of Soviet T34/85 tanks, the other of US made 
M4A3s. The HQ platoon is also equipped with T34/85s. Each platoon of tanks has an 
attached platoon of Sub machine gun armed infantry. 
 

Unit History in the campaign so far 
 

The T34s were heavily engaged at Maryalovka scoring considerable success against 
enemy Tigers. The battalion’s own tanks suffered losses here also. The American 
tanks are replacements for units lost in action since 27th June. They are untested with 
this brigade. Mixed reports have been received and at Karapol heavy losses were 
sustained by another Soviet formation using these and facing the now inferior German 
MkIV units. 

 
Organizational Structure:  
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2nd (Heavy) Tank Battalion 19th Guards Tank Brigade 

Organizational Structure:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Officer Commanding: Colonel Nikolas Zymcyzk 
Parent formation:19th GTB/2nd Tank Corps/11th Gds Army 
Information on unit structure 
The unit has two companies; one of Soviet KV1c tanks, the other of English made 
Churchill VIIs. The HQ platoon is also equipped with KV1c. Each platoon of tanks 
has an attached platoon of Sub machine gun armed infantry. 

 

Unit History in the campaign so far 
This battalion is a new formation and some men have transferred 
from the 4th Tank Brigade with their KVs. The 19ths own men are 
manning the Churchill tanks. All have combat experience. The 4th 
Tank Brigade made the first breakthrough of the German lines in this 
sector on the 28th of June and these KV1s were heavily engaged 
against Duchemin’s StAb43 at Grobanchnik in a night action. 
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Rifle Battalion 19th Guards Tank Brigade 
Officer Commanding:Colonel Georgi Arkhangelsk 
19th Guards Tank Brigade/2nd Tank Corps/11th Guards Army 
Information on unit structure 
This attached rifle battalion has received very few reinforcements and is well under its 
nominal combat strength. It will be able to provide only limited support to the tanks such 
as holding ground already won. They are not on their own strong enough to mount an 
assault on a prepared position and currently do not have heavy enough artillery support. 
 

Unit History in the campaign so far 
Fought heroically at Maryalovka making a human wave assault over open ground 
toward the village itself. They attacked enemy panzers and mechanized artillery 
with hand weapons but were unable to make the much sought after penetration 
and retired with heavy losses. These infantry are very tough indeed and deserve to 
be feared by the enemy.  

Organizational Structure:  
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The battalion is motorized with the HQ 
units carried in M3 armoured 
halftracks. 


